
Now you have access to 
Enterprise Class backup and 
recovery without all of the 
IT hassles and expense.

Data backup and disaster recovery are of paramount  

importance to today’s small businesses – especially  

individuals in business for themselves. Designed specifically  

for single users and remote offices, Axcient’s Envoy is the  

comprehensive online backup solution that ensures your  

data is safe and that your business is protected from  

downtime due to data corruption or loss. Using the highest  

security protocols in the industry, your data is securely  

transferred and safely stored at one of Axcient’s Class-A data 

centers where it is available 24x7x365 for immediate retrieval.

Now you have access to Enterprise Class backup and  

recovery without all of the IT hassles and expense.

Axcient understands the IT limitations and budgetary  

constraints of small businesses and individual users,  

so we’ve designed our solutions to require virtually no IT  

knowledge or support and to be very cost-effective. For most  

of our customers, the annual cost of a solution is less than  

the cost of lost revenues from just 2 hours of downtime.

7 of 10 small firms that experience a 

major data loss go out of business 

within one year.

– DTI/PriceWaterhouse Coopers, 2004
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The AxcienT Single-USer SolUTion™

Step 1: Plug-and-Play Set-up 

It’s easy as 1-2-3.



How it Works

Axcient’s Envoy is a software solution designed for desktops 

and laptops. Using IPsec VPN technology, data is securely 

transferred offsite via the Internet. Backups occur automatically 

at specified intervals; once configured, there’s no need to worry 

about forgetting to backup. Axcient’s Envoy takes care of every-

thing for you. What happens if you aren’t connected to the Inter-

net when a backup is scheduled to occur? The Axcient Envoy 

will automatically begin your backup when your next backup is 

scheduled to occur and will continue where you left off. Transfers 

are done at bit-level, which means once you’ve done your initial 

backup, only the changes you make to existing files are sent to 

the data-center, reducing the time and bandwidth required to do 

your backups by as much as 20x.

Key Features & BeneFits

•  Easy to install and intuitive to use 

– setup takes less than 15 minutes

•  Automated Backup – no more guess-

work or manual processes

•  VPN IPSec transfer protocol – the 

most secure data transport method, 

HIPPA, SOX compliant

•  Ultrafast backups and restores using 

bit-level transfer technology

•  24x7x365 access to data for recovery

•  Simple drag-and-drop restores

•  Email notification upon successful 

backup completion

•  Cost-effective
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Step 2: Automatic Backups 

Step 3: Data Restore 

It’s easy as 1-2-3 (continued)

The AxcienT Single-USer SolUTion™


